GLHLTH 637K (UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE)

Population and Environmental Dynamics Influencing Human Health

Fall 2014

Dates / contact hours: 300 minutes per week for seven weeks; 27 October – 15 December
Academic Credit: 1 course
Areas of Knowledge: NS, SS
Modes of Inquiry: CCI (pending)
Course format: Lecture + Discussion

Instructor’s Information

William Pan
William.pan@duke.edu
Office hours by appointment

Prerequisite(s), if applicable

None

Course Description

This is an undergraduate course to introduce students to the interdisciplinary approach referred to as Population, Health and Environment (PHE). PHE is an emerging area practiced by institutions and governments in low- and middle-income countries to implement or study community-level integrated programs, such as reproductive health, food security, and natural resource management. Students taking this course will gain theoretical and empirical knowledge of PHE dynamics from multiple disciplinary perspectives, including those from geography, public health / epidemiology, demography, and economics. Course learning is through seminars, directed readings, class discussions and debates. We will examine several case studies, including specific case studies currently being implemented using PHE approaches in the Philippines and East Africa. At the end of this course, students will be able to understand and communicate (orally and in writing) how PHE factors interact, and describe and interpret research or policy reports pertaining to population, health or environmental issues.
Course Goals / Objectives

The overall goal of this course is to better understand how PHE factors interact from theoretical and practical perspectives with a particular focus on how land use, climate and water/hydrology changes influence population parameters (e.g., migration, fertility, household structure) and the transmission of disease. The objectives are to introduce students to: (1) fundamental concepts in demography and how they are related to environmental characteristics and human health; (2) fundamental concepts of environmental change and their relationship to human health; (3) sources of demographic, health and environmental data; and (4) train students in oral and written evaluation of PHE policies or research programs.

Required Text(s)/Resources

No texts are required. All readings will be made available online (SAKAI) or in-class. The Bibliography lists almost all the required reading for the course.

Recommended Text(s)/Resources

Same as above

Additional Materials (optional)

None

Course Requirements / Key Evidences

Students will be expected to do the following:

- Participate regularly in class discussions around PHE topics, assigned readings, and case studies. Part of the class time will be specifically devoted to understanding reading materials;
- Prepare an oral presentation on a topic pertaining to environmental health or infectious disease transmission. This will involve the selection of an appropriate topic, a one-page summary of the topic (a factsheet), and an approved case study to discuss in class. All students will be required to read and contribute to the case study discussion;
- Select a case study and write an in-depth report on the PHE dynamics involved. Suggestions for research gaps or policy recommendations will be discussed in the report;
- All students will participate in team debates on a controversial topic, such as ending all government-sponsored food aid by the World Food Program.
Assessment Information / Grading Procedures

Students will be graded according to the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participation</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease / Environment Presentation</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debate</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection paper</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case study</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Presentation: Each student is required to present a case study on one health or environmental topic (approximately 20 minutes) and design a factsheet associated with that topic. All case studies and topics have been selected by the instructor, and the student may include one additional reading if desired. The student is also required to design a 1-page fact sheet about the topic at least 3 days prior to their presentation to summarize the general information about the pathogen or environmental issue they will be presenting. The presentation will focus on the causes and effects of the pathogen/environmental issue as it relates to demographic, economic, environmental or health characteristics for a particular case study. It will not be a recount of the factsheet. The instructor will lead the first two discussions as examples.

Case Study: Each student is required to write a detailed case study (4000 word maximum) that focuses on a disease pathogen or environmental toxin affecting a particular region, (human / animal) population, or ecological niche. There are three options for this paper:

1. If data are available, the student can describe 2-3 hypotheses that can be tested related to P-H-E interactions, describe methods of data acquisition and analysis, conduct the analysis and describe results in terms of their contribution to general knowledge of the subject or policy implications;
2. If no data are available, a literature review on the topic shall be conducted and summarized, followed by a description of 2-3 important research gaps in the literature associated with P-H-E interactions that are not well understood and a proposal of how one would conduct a study to address these research gaps;
3. Again, if no data are available, but a rich literature exists on the topic pertaining to PHE interactions, the student will summarize the literature and provide policy recommendations to implement interventions to address health or environmental disparities. In addition, the student will propose mechanisms for monitoring and evaluating the interventions recommended.

Case study topics are due by the midterm class. Students must arrange meetings or communicate with the instructor prior to this date to ensure their topic is approved. Case studies are due the final class period.
Debates: Each student in the class will be assigned to a two-person debate team (sometimes 1 or 3 depending on class size). Each team will support one side of a mutually agreed upon resolution, but the side the defended will be randomly selected. Debate topics will be discussed and selected with participation from the class. The debate format will be described in detail in class, but will alternate between pro-con speeches, cross-examination and rebuttal. Winners of the debate will be decided by fellow students.

Debate Voting: After each debate, students not debating will submit their vote to the instructor with 5 reasons to justify their vote. These will be collected at the end of the debate.

Reflection paper: All students will be required to write a reflection essay of the debate in which they participated (1500 word maximum). They will submit who they believe won the arguments presented and why, how their proposed statements could have been improved (e.g., with presentation of evidence, more visuals, better persuasion), and how their opposing team could have improved their arguments.

Diversity and Intercultural Learning (see Principles of DKU Liberal Arts Education)

PHE is inherently a topic that addresses understanding from multiple perspectives. The course describes these perspectives in a traditional academic disciplinary point-of-view, but we will discuss topics from a cultural point-of-view as well. For example, one of the original tenets of PHE approaches was the use of reproductive health and family planning to reduce family size to improve household economic stability. However, this often means the support of programs that provide more access to contraceptives, which are not always acceptable in all countries and cultures. We discuss these challenges and what programs must do to be culturally sensitive yet maintain measures for success.

Course Policies and Guidelines

All activities of this course adhere to the Duke Community Standard (honor code). Additional information is available at http://www.integrity.duke.edu/ugrad/index.html. Duke University is a community dedicated to scholarship, leadership, and service and to the principles of honesty, fairness, respect, and accountability. Citizens of this community commit to reflect upon and uphold these principles in all academic and non-academic endeavors, and to protect and promote a culture of integrity. To uphold the Duke Community Standard:

- I will not lie, cheat, or steal in my academic endeavors;
- I will conduct myself honorably in all my endeavors; and
- I will act if the Standard is compromised.

Other important course policies:

- Attendance is required
• Make-up work will only be considered in extreme circumstances.
• Laptops and other electronic note-taking devices are allowed in class; however, cell phone ringers must be turned off. Recorders are not allowed.
• All assignments are due at midnight on the due date (via email or sakai or handed directly to the instructor). Every hour late will result in a 0.5% deduction, for example, 10 hours late would result in a 5% deduction.

**Tentative Course Outline or Schedule**

Course Introduction & Outline

**Module 1: Impact of Human Population Size, Growth and Distribution**
- Importance of population
- Scalar impacts, Urbanization
- Migration & Reproductive Health
- Vulnerability & Resilience

**Module 2: Environmental feedbacks on Human/Pathogen Distribution**
- Land use change
- Food security / Agriculture / CAFOs
- Water and Air quality
- Climate science

**Module 3: Case studies and PHE Debates**
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